Mountain Creek Hazard
Mitigation Program
The MCHM Program was initiated after the flood event of 2013. The goal is to assess
the hazards and related risks of Canmore’s creeks and increase the resilience of the
community by developing and implementing active and passive mitigation.
Active mitigation, such as flood mitigation infrastructure, will be essential for existing
development with high levels of risk.
Passive mitigation includes emergency preparedness and short-term response, and the
adoption of land use regulations to avoid high risk development in the future.

Mountain Creek Hazard Mitigation Program

The mitigation program has been executed in sequence of priorities, starting with the
highest perceived risk.
Hazard and Risk reports are completed for all priority creeks. The focus in the medium
and long-term will be in risk reduction and risk avoidance through a combination of
active and passive measures.
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Cougar Creek Debris
Flood Retention Structure
Project Budget
Construction cost estimates were updated in 2018, together with a review of constructability and
value engineering. Significant project savings were found by changing the construction approach for
the spillway and low level outlet. Construction risks are also reduced, together with the expected
construction duration.
The project team is pursuing these design changes, to ensure the project is delivered within budget,
and to take advantage of a number of other benefits. Alternative construction approaches include:
• A rock cut spillway, located on the east rock abutment, replaces the on-structure concrete spillway. 		
		 Excavated rock from the spillway will serve as the majority of the fill required for the structure;
• A steel pipe low-level outlet, on a rock cut bench on the west abutment, replaces the tunnel in the 		
		 east rock abutment. This eliminates risks associated with tunneling and reduces costs;
• The maintenance access road is now mostly located on the structure itself. This decreases costs 			
		 and eliminates the access road from within the wildlife habitat area.
• Some embankment fill material will be sourced from within the creek bed, upstream of
		 the Structure.
The alternate construction approaches described above provide the following advantages to the project:
• Reduced construction complexity and associated risks;
• Shorter construction duration (6-12 months shorter);
• Decreased trucking required through Town to import fill material;
• Reduced construction costs.

Approvals Update
• Important milestones have been reached in 2018 with the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) 		
		 deemed complete and with the Natural Resource Conservation Board (NRCB) providing a decision 		
		 in November of 2018. However, additional time is needed to update or amend the permitting 				
		 process to address the alternative construction approaches. A reduced construction period of
		 6-12 months is expected to offset this impact.
• Two key approvals are still required before construction can start: Water Act approval, including 			
		 Dam Safety Review; and granting of a land disposition.

Project Schedule
• Based on current understanding of process and timelines, construction could begin in 2019.
		 Construction duration is estimated to be 24 months for the main structure and up to an additional 		
		 year for reclamation and landscaping rehabilitation.
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Design Change Impact
on EIA Findings
EIA Findings
Aquatic Environment

EIA Findings
Human Environment

Components

Components

• Hydrology
• Surface Water Quality

• Air Quality and Climate
• Land Use

• Aquatic Ecology

• Noise

• Hydrogeology

• Socio Economics

EIA Indicators
• Peak flow and level
• Geomorphology
• Surface water and
		groundwater interactions
• Water quality parameters
• Sport fish habitat

• Historical Resources
• Traditional Land Use

Key Issues / Potential Effects
• Changes to air quality, noise levels, views
• Changes in land use
(recreation, traditional use)
• Reduced risk to life and financial costs

• Sediment load and woody debris 						
contribution

• Increased spending in the local economy

Assessment of Design Changes

• Effects on historical resources or 						
traditional land use

• The revised design does not alter any
of the key indicators assessed and
the findings of the assessment do
not change

Concerns / Mitigation / Monitoring /
Follow Up
• No new mitigation or
monitoring proposed
• Existing commitment to conduct
groundwater monitoring to validate 				
assessment results

• Pressure on public services

Assessment of Design Changes
The findings of the assessment do not change;
however, the revised design results in the
following positive outcomes:
• Reduced cost and improved
			 Project viability
• Significantly reduced construction traffic

Concerns / Mitigation / Monitoring /
Follow Up
• No new mitigation
or monitoring proposed
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Design Change Impact
on EIA Findings
EIA Findings
Terrestrial Environment

Wildlife Assessment
Additional Detail

Components

Component

• Terrain and Soils
• Vegetation
• Wildlife
• Biodiversity

• Spillway

EIA Indicators
• Terrain, soil quantity, soil quality and
land capability
• Terrestrial and riparian vegetation 					
communities
• Wildlife habitat availability, connectivity
and mortality risk
• Species and ecosystem level indicators
of biodiversity

Assessment of Design Changes

Revised Design
• Rock-cut spillway on the east abutment

Wildlife Assessment
• The additional blasting will be temporary 		
and mitigation from the EIA will be applied.
Reduction in heavy truck traffic likely to offset
the increased disturbance from the blasting.
• The steep walls of the spillway will reduce 		
habitat connectivity; however, due to existing
steep walls, this area is not considered to be
very important for wildlife movement.
• Spillway will have a wildlife egress path out
of the spillway.

Terrain and Soils, Vegetation and Biodiversity:
• Minor changes to the footprint and cleared 		
area of the Project; however, the findings of 		
the assessment do not change.

Component

Wildlife:
• Changes to habitat availability, habitat 				
connectivity and mortality risk relative to 			
the original EIA assessment; however, the 			
findings of the assessment do not change.

• On the downstream face of the Structure

Concerns / Mitigation / Monitoring /
Follow Up

• Access Road

Revised Design
Wildlife Assessment
• Reduces loss of high-quality habitat, within 		
the wildlife corridor, west of the Structure
• Access Road on the downstream face will 		
still allow for wildlife movement over
the Structure

• New mitigation proposed for spillway areas
to support wildlife movement
• Existing commitments for mitigation and 			
support for AEP monitoring remain
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Three Sisters Creek

Tree removal and stone-pitching on the right bank above the
pedestrian bridge.

Tree removal and abutment protection with placed rip rap.

Stone-pitching on the right bank and at the bridge abutment.

Stone-pitching.

Completed Work:

• Some tree removal, directly upstream

• Stone-pitching of the creek banks

damaged in the 2013 flood event,
between the pedestrian bridge and
the Three-Sisters Parkway culvert.
This will help prevent lateral erosion of
the banks.

• Increased protection and resiliency of

the pedestrian bridge abutments by 			
stone-pitching the right bank and
adding rip rap to the left bank.

of the pedestrian bridge. This will
minimize potential blockage and
damage to the pedestrian bridge and
the culvert due to woody debris 					
accumulation during a flood event.

• The lower channel, at the outlet of the

Three-Sisters Parkway culvert, has been
re-armored with stone-pitching. This
will help prevent lateral erosion of
the banks.
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Echo Creek Hazard Map
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This Hazard Map shows the combined impacts of all debris flood scenarios assessed.
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Hazard Zone Characteristics
Extreme/High – means an area characterized by very fast flowing and deep water and debris which can cause severe building
structural damage, severe sediment and water damage, and is dangerous to people in buildings, on foot or in vehicles.
Moderate – means an area characterized by fast flowing but mostly shallow water and debris which can cause moderate
building structural damage and a high likelihood of major sediment and/or water damage. Can be potentially dangerous to
people of the first floor or the basement of buildings, on foot or in vehicles.
Low – means an area characterized by slow flowing shallow or deep water with little or no debris in which there is a high
likelihood of water damage to buildings. In areas with higher water depths, can be potentially dangerous to people in buildings,
on foot or in vehicles.
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XYZ Creek Hazard Map
This Hazard Map shows the combined impacts of all debris flood scenarios assessed.
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Hazard Zone Characteristics
Extreme/High – means an area characterized by very fast flowing and deep water and debris which can cause severe building
structural damage, severe sediment and water damage, and is dangerous to people in buildings, on foot or in vehicles.
Moderate – means an area characterized by fast flowing but mostly shallow water and debris which can cause moderate
building structural damage and a high likelihood of major sediment and/or water damage. Can be potentially dangerous to
people of the first floor or the basement of buildings, on foot or in vehicles.
Low – means an area characterized by slow flowing shallow or deep water with little or no debris in which there is a high
likelihood of water damage to buildings. In areas with higher water depths, can be potentially dangerous to people in buildings,
on foot or in vehicles.
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